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Abstract: The article deals with the review of digitalization 

trends and the subsequent possible transformation of the value 
consciousness of Russians. The authors analyze the process and 
probable consequences of the implementation of the programs 
"Digital economy of the Russian Federation" and "National 
security strategy of the Russian Federation until 2020". Replacing 
traditional socio-cultural and moral values of Russians with 
instinctive ones is what can happen as a result of active 
digitalization in the most negative development of events. The 
article focuses on the fact of the formation of new digital 
(information) values of Russian society in the context of 
traditional cultural values. The authors note the fact of the 
modeling of a number of up-to-date values of modern Russian 
society. The article deals with innovations and social 
consequences of digitalization for the population of Russia, as 
well as the digital technologies implementation dynamics in the 
life of Russian social medium. The main problems associated with 
the inclusion of digitalization in everyday life of Russians are 
designated. 

 
Index Terms: digitalization, digitalization of the economy, the 

era of digital society, social consequences, values of Russians.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Problem statement  

The reason for studying socio-cultural values is particularly 
recognized in times of social change and upheaval. The 
purpose of the program "Digital economy of the Russian 
Federation" was to create conditions for the development of 
knowledge society in Russia, improving the standard of 
living, well-being, and quality of life of the population of 
Russia using innovations, advantages, and changes associated 
with digitalization. One of the consequences, when 
implementing the program "Digital economy of the Russian 
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Federation", should consist in increasing awareness and 
digital literacy, as well as the availability of public services 
for Russians. The program is designed to implement the main 
provisions of the adopted Strategy of social development in 
the Russian Federation for 2017-2030. The most intense 
digitalization process takes place in the Russian megacities. 
Difficulties with the implementation of digital technologies 
are observed mostly in remote rural regions of Russia.  

Digitalization as a social phenomenon began to be 
popularized in the 60-70 years of the 20th century [1]. 
Currently, one can state that digitalization has become an 
integral part of modern social reality. Digitalization replaced 
informatization and computerization [2].  

Digitalization brings new digital values [1]. Changes in the 
communication system predetermine changes in the value 
system of the population [1]. New forms, such as clip culture, 
computer games culture, etc. are being included in the context 
of traditional culture [1]. The main elements of the new digital 
culture include computer technology and the diversity of 
digital devices, namely, the Internet, all types of software, as 
well as digital variations of traditional means of 
communication (books, computer games, etc.) [1]. Change in 
the value paradigm often determines the conditions for the 
existence of a social medium in general. New technologies, 
means of communication, opportunities provided by new 
standards of service predispose to a change in the traditional 
value system of Russians. Values are a unifying construct for 
representatives of different population segments. The digital 
era creates new value paradigm of Russians. Sociologists 
have been observing the value formation process for 
centuries, and yet, the variability of value consciousness 
depends largely on the types of social interaction. In many 
ways, the existence conditions in the digital age regulate the 
specificity of social life in general. The digital age 
presupposes high ability of different segments of the 
population to social adaptation. 

II. METHODS 

A. General description  

Methods of secondary analysis of documentary sources 
(content analysis) were used in the preparation of this article. 
An integrated approach was used to study digitalization as a 
social phenomenon.  
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B. Algorithm  

Defining values in terms of the social phenomena, one can 
distinguish the concept proposed by D.A. Leontiev, who 
subdivided values in the following way: public ideals, as an 
initial form of values; subject-embodied values; and personal 
values (perception in the context of people’s activity) [3], [4].  

Values play an essential role in the life of the individual, 
being the basis, on which the further activity of the personality 
and its relationship with the world is based [5]. Values result 
from the interaction of the individual and the environment, 
they are one main aspect of consciousness, regulating the 
scope of activities and involved in the goal-setting process 
[6], [7]. 

Digitization in a narrow sense (the term was introduced 
into scientific circulation in 1995 [8]) is traditionally 
understood as the transformation of information into digital 
form, which further leads to cost optimization, the emergence 
of new development prospects, etc. [8]. Digitalization is one 
of the main trends in the development of modern Russia.  

The researchers note the specificity of the information 
value system, such as the idea of the Internet as a source of 
absolute knowledge, the formation of open information 
spaces with diverse content and denial of semantic control, 
the availability and ease of mastering many cultural fields of 
all nations and segments of the population, and the system of 
demand information search from a variety of permanent 
sources of information. All these give rise to a new type of 
perception of information, which is quite fragmentary [1]. 
That is, one can conclude that digital culture models the 
values of modern society. Digitalization and formation of a 
new value system and value orientations in the digital 
environment can be especially important for the social group 
of young Russians. 

III. RESULTS  

A. Digital economy of Russia: transformation of the 
value system  

The situation in Russian society is transformed due to the 
change in objective conditions for the existence of Russians. 
Currently, technological innovation can be a source of 
possible changes in the value system of Russians [9]. Russia is 
implementing a digital economy program, as it was reported 
by the President of Russia Vladimir Putin at the International 
Economic Forum held on June 02, 2017. The Russian 
Government has approved the program “Digital Economy of 
the Russian Federation” [10]. The program was drawn up to 
implement the Strategy of information society development 
for 2017-2030. In this document, the digital economy is 
interpreted as "economic activity, in which the key factor in 
the production is data presented in digital form, which 
contributes to the formation of the information space, taking 
into account the needs of citizens and society in obtaining 
quality and reliable information, the development of 
information infrastructure of the Russian Federation, the 
creation and application of Russian information and 
telecommunication technologies, as well as the formation of a 
new technological basis for the social and economic sphere" 
[10]. In the field of education of the population, the program 

notes the following goals: "creating conditions for training the 
digital economy staff; improving the education system" [10]. 
The labor market should take into account the requirements of 
the digital economy; formation of a motivation system for the 
development of necessary competencies and participation of 
personnel in the development of the digital economy of 
Russia [10]. 

The digital economy is represented by three levels that 
interact and affect the lives of Russian citizens. These are, 
first of all, "markets and economic sectors, where the 
interaction of specific economic entities is carried out; 
secondly, these are platforms and technologies, where 
competencies for the development of the market are formed; 
and thirdly, this is an environment that creates conditions for 
the development of platforms and technologies" [10]. "The 
main end-to-end digital technologies that are included in the 
framework of this Program are, among others: big data, 
neurotechnologies and artificial intelligence, robotics and 
sensor components, wireless communication technologies, 
virtual and augmented reality technologies, etc." [10]. 

B. Prospects of implementation of digitalization 
programs: readiness of social medium  

The implementation of these programs will entail certain 
changes, not only technological but also those, which 
significantly affect social relations in general. It is necessary 
to answer the question of whether the value consciousness of 
the Russian society and all its social strata are ready to accept 
the innovations noted in the Program of the digital economy 
of Russia. Is the society with its value system ready to accept 
the innovations in the social life at the level of the average 
Russian [11]? This refers to trends in robotics and 
replacement of people with robots in certain areas of work 
activity (robot-drivers, robot-surgeons, etc.), big data, their 
collection and use, the creation of new database systems, 
which will include all possible information, neural 
technologies, and as a result, possible integration of human 
brain and computers. Besides, it is proposed to introduce 
biochips with integrated databases. In the future, under certain 
circumstances, biochips can replace a passport, tax reference 
number, social and pension cards, and other documents. 
Facing these prospects of science and the economic 
development in general, many questions and problems arise, 
including those in the field of bioethics. Some experts 
consider the expansion of digitalization of society as a threat 
to the interests of the individual [12], [13], as well as the 
national identity of Russians in general. 

Some researchers (V.P. Tugarinov) perceive "values as 
objects, phenomena and their properties that are necessary for 
members of a certain society or class, or individual as means 
of satisfying their needs and interests, as well as ideas and 
motives, as a norm, goal, or ideal" [5], [14]. The document 
entitled "Basic values as the basis of national identity" 
approved by the 15th World Russian People's Assembly on 
May 28, 2011, postulates the traditional values of Russians 
[15].  
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In addition, at the state level, the doctrine of the value 
system of Russians is considered in the "National Security 
Strategy of the Russian Federation until 2020", adopted on 
May 13, 2009. It states, in particular, that "the strategic 
objectives of ensuring national security in improving the 
quality of life of Russian citizens consist in reducing the level 
of social and property inequality of the population, stabilizing 
its number in the medium term, while reaching radical 
improvement in the demographic situation in the long term" 
[16], [17]. It is also planned to "increase social mobility, the 
level of general and vocational education of the population, 
the professional qualities of highly qualified personnel due to 
the availability of competitive education" [16], [18]. Yet so 
far, one has to state the fact that the practical implementation 
of the objectives of the program "Digital Economy of the 
Russian Federation" is very slow [19]. Representatives of 
some segments of the Russian population (especially the older 
generation) have a hard time perceiving technological 
changes. To optimize the work on the program "Digital 
Economy of the Russian Federation", it is necessary to 
popularize its semantic content in the broad segments of the 
Russian population. 

IV. DISCUSSION  

Many researchers call digitalization the key to solving 
some of the problems of the Russian economy, considering 
that the implementation of changes will lead to long-term 
economic growth [20], to improvement of the population’s 

quality of life [21], and will ensure the competitiveness of the 
country and national security [22]. To implement this 
trajectory, Russians need to trust in digital technologies. 
however, in many ways, the level of trust is reduced due to a 
rather high level of cybercrime in Russia. Digitalization is 
considered mainly in the context of national security. One of 
the most important and priority tasks is to create information 
infrastructure in Russia, as well as to support domestic 
developments and manufacturers of telecommunications 
equipment [22]. 

 In the scientific literature, there are a number of 
publications devoted to the prospects of replacing people with 
robots in a number of economic sectors. So, according to 
some reports, in the US by 2033, 47% of jobs, existing in 
2018, may disappear under the influence of robotics [20]. For 
China, this proportion can reach 77% (according to World 
Bank experts) [23]. The following categories of the 
population are at risk: able-bodied population engaged in 
temporary work, population working part-time and having 
casual (nonsystematic) earnings, freelance workers and 
contract labor, migrants, trainees, and students [23]. The 
social consequences of digitalization and the implementation 
of the digital economy can result in what is called "the 
complex dehumanization of human relations", due to the 
competition for jobs between robots and people [24].  

V. CONCLUSION 

In addition to the traditional consequences of the 
digitalization in Russia, there are problems associated with 
the protection of individual information of Russians, access of 
cybercriminals to personal data, as well as big data [12]. The 

particular aspects of information technology associated with 
the increase in the collection of biometric data on the 
representatives of various social groups, as well as "the 
emergence of implantable electronic identification devices" 
call a tension in perception among the population.  

The digital technology implementation process in Russia 
has begun, though is developing quite slowly, with difficulties 
for certain social groups of population (primarily for the rural 
population of remote regions of Russia and the third age 
persons). One of the tasks of Russia's digitalization process is 
"to create a secure information environment based on the 
popularization of information resources that contribute to the 
spread of traditional Russian spiritual and moral values" [16]. 

It is necessary to increase the level of public confidence in 
digital technologies to optimize the digitalization process in 
Russia at state level, social group level, and the individual 
level of a particular personality [25]. 

The main values listed in article 78 of the National Security 
Strategy (creative work, as well as family, etc.) have their 
origins (or interpretation) in Christianity that confirms once 
again the significance of the changes taking place in Russia 
today. Prospects for the development of new information 
values in Russian society can be realized in the near future. 
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